Bloomberg BNA information and expert analysis are integrated throughout the Checkpoint® platform. Bloomberg BNA offers the guidance of the world’s leading tax authorities across a broad range of federal, state, estate, and foreign taxation topics. Bloomberg BNA also provides the kind of expert news coverage that confidently keeps you abreast of every tax development and complements the analysis and news services on Checkpoint®.

**LOCATING INFORMATION USING BNA INDEXES**

BNA Indexes are compiled by a dedicated legal staff of subject specialists. The indexes are an excellent resource for quickly locating relevant information by topic or Code section and linking to related Bloomberg BNA information.

1. Hover over Search and select a topic area.
2. Click Indexes in the left-hand frame on the topic page.
3. Expand to the BNA Federal Indexes.
5. Each topic has links leading to the full-text discussion in the TM Portfolio analysis.
LOCATE A SPECIFIC PORTFOLIO AND WORKING PAPERS

1. On the HOME page, under MY QUICK LINKS, select BNA Portfolios.
2. Enter a Portfolio Number, or browse to the specific Portfolio.
3. Click Go.
4. To browse by topic, click Browse Portfolios.

E-MAIL HIGHLIGHTS

1. Click Options on the toolbar located at the top of the screen.
2. Click News in the left frame.
3. Click News E-mail/Display.
5. Click the checkbox and select from the available options.
6. Click Save and close.

To learn more, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative, call 800.372.1033, or go to www.bna.com